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Introduction 

 

Robert A. Millikan [1] conducted the renowned oil drop experiment [2] in 1909, demonstrating 

that the electric charge of an oil drop is always a multiple of -1.6*10-19 C, which is the charge of 

a single electron. 

Let us assume similarly that any particle consists of some combination of down quarks 

and (or) antidown quarks because their electric charges imply so.    

For instance, the electron is composed of three down quarks, as its electric charge equals 

the sum of the electric charges of three down quarks:: 
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The up quark is composed of two antidown quarks, as its electric charge is equivalent to 

the sum of the electric charges of two antidown quarks:: 
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In this paper I will assume that down, strange, and bottom quarks [3], [4] are all just 

down quarks, and difference in masses is due to difference in their respective environments. Just 

like down and up quark hold one mass in a free proton and neutron and smaller masses when 

they are in a nucleus [5].  
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Figure 1  

The Standard Model of particle physics [3] 

 

Figure 2  

Standard Model of Elementary Particles [4] 



Possible structure of the electron 

I assumed that each down quark within the electron is 

identical (this does not have to be the case), and that they are 

aligned in a form of maximal magnetic attraction. This also does 

not have to be the case, there are other possible stabile balance 

configurations, not just in the form of a maximal magnetic 

attraction.   

For the sake of simplicity, I will calculate the relation 

between quarks 1 and 2, disregarding (significant but not 

essential) influence of a third one on our objectives.   

 

Figure 3  

Sketch of the electron which consists out of 3 down quarks. 

The objectives of these calculations are to demonstrate the possibility of a stabile particle 

and to provide rough sketch of reality, not to give exact version of it.  

Quarks 1 and 2 in Figure 3 are oriented in a position of maximal magnetic attraction and 

because they are all electronegative, electric force is repulsive in any point, therefore resultant 

force that holds them (and electron) together is: 

 57 = 5$ # 58 

Fr – resultant force 

Fe – electric (repulsive force) 

Fm – magnetic (attractive force) 

Magnitude of electric force between two small electric charges at distance z, if we disregard 

shape and size of the quarks 1 and 2 [6]:  
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In our case magnitude is: 
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So  
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Magnitude of magnetic force between two small magnetic dipoles at distance z [7], [8]: 
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Where: 

μ0 = 4π*10−7 T·m/A - permeability of space 

z-distance between 1 and 2 quarks 
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For mass of the d quark in the electron I will approximate 1/3 of the electrons mass. 
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Therefore, magnetic moment for down quark is: 
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Therefore, magnetic part of the force is: 
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Therefore, magnitude of the force is: 
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Let us plot the graph to see function Fr(z) 

 

Figure 4 

 Prt Scr picture of calculations in Wolfram Mathematica 5 

 

As seen in calculations: 

We have zero value for the ; = 1.j3 % 10&':8  (point a) 

Maximum value (maximum repulsion) for ; = 2.02 % 10&':8  (point b) 

Maximum (repulsive force) at that point 58Ur = 3.13 % 10&sD   

In distances greater than ; = 1.j3 % 10&':8  resultant force is repulsive i.e. electric force is 

dominant. At these assumptions (if we disregard shape and size of the quarks 1 and 2) and at 



distances smaller than ; = 1.j3 % 10&':8  force is attractive I.E. magnetic part of the force is 

dominant.  

Therefore, our particle is possible, if distances between neighboring down quarks are smaller 

than   ; = 1.j3 % 10&':8.  

The end 

 

Sequel  

As seen in the calculation stabile particle is possible for ranges smaller than  ; = 1.j3 %

10&':8 because in these regions magnetic attractive force is stronger than electric repulsive 

force.    

The problem with this calculation is that there is no stabile balance point, and that 

attractive force becomes very strong for small distances. If we put ; = 10&CO8 our force will be  

57 = 2.ggtr %
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Which is much. 

 So, the question is why our particle does not collapse into itself under such strong force? 

A possible answer for this conundrum could be in the nature of the down quark itself and 

in connection with that, better utilization of existing equations for close distances. In other 

words, we cannot “disregard shape and size of the quarks” for small distances. Whatever down 

quark might be it will have a finite dimension. In its own finite dimensions, it could have surface 

bonded electric charges and magnetic property bond to its core. 

More likely; things that we perceive as electric charges are (all, mostly or at least 

partially) bond with the surface. And things that we perceive as magnetic properties are 

associated more to the object core. I have a personal opinion on what a down and antidown quark 

is, but I will not burden this work with that, let me just say that key to understanding the internal 

structure of the down quark and antidown quark is in direction of “reference frames” and 

relativity.     

For the reason of the instructive demonstrative calculation let us assume that down quark 

is in a shape of a flattened cylinder1 with height of 0.g % 10&:O8 and with a base radius of 

 1.2g % 10&:O)8. So, surface area of this cylinder is: 

 m = 2 % +1.2g % 10&:O)8,: % 3.1j z 2 % 1.2g % 10&:O)8 % 3.1j % 0.g % 10&:O8 

m = 1.3t3tg % 10&C(8:  

 
1 Down quark is in a shape of a cylinder probably as much as a cow is in the shape of a sphere.  



Surface of one base is { = +1.2g % 10&:O)8,: % 3.1j = j.>062g % 10&QO8: 

So, magnitude of the electric charge of one base of one down quark is !-
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In order to balance strong magnetic attractive force two down quarks will have to move 

very close, in regions where distance between surfaces is much smaller than height of one 

individual quark, in that case electric repulsive part of the force will dominantly be between 

adjacent surfaces. Let us remind ourselves about the starting assumption that electric charge is 

surface bond and magnetic part of the force is associated with center of the down quark. 

 

Figure 5 

Depiction of the electron as the assembly of three down quarks that are very close to each other. 

Now, let us define and examine the function of the resultant force for close ranges 5�
|. 
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Therefore, for distances r much smaller than a quark height, depiction of interaction is 

better with   
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Let us plot the graph to see the function 5�
|+;, 

 

Figure 6  

Prt Scr picture of calculations in Wolfram Mathematica 5 



In figure 6 we have a graph with ranges at which we can see the minimum of a function 

i.e.  place of stabile balance point b (; = g.00000jg>>1gt6 % 10&:'8) and associated 

maximum attractive force at that point Fb (5�
|+;, = #<.3g1>g % 10:�D). 

 Zero of a function exists at this range, but it is not visible in this graph. For z in point a 

(; = g.00000000623<0 % 10&:'8), 5�
|+;, = 0 

 

And let us define and plot equation (in approximate region) which is better representation of the 

reality: 

 

Figure 7 Equation 1 

 

 

Figure 8 

Prt Scr picture of calculations in Wolfram Mathematica 5 

The third graph represents the combination of first two.  



Our newly defined approximative function Fr have two real zeros, first at: 

 ; = g.00000000623<0 % 10&:'8 

And second at: 

; = 1.j3 % 10&':8   

Minimum value (maximum bond force) of: 

57+;, = #<.3g1>g % 10:�D 

At point (stabile balance point):  

; = g.00000jg>>1gt6 % 10&:'8 

And bond energy (approximation for two down quarks) of: 

� = <3j.1gg)h z 1.3>1>> % 10�h e 1.j % 10�h 

 

 

Figure 9 

 Prt Scr picture of calculations in Wolfram Mathematica 5, calculation for bond energy  

 

Some comments 

1) Here we have:  

Fr(5.00001*10^-21)= -8.3519299*10^28 N 

Fr(5.00002*10^-21)= -2.1439657*10^28 N    

Good result for the approximative calculations. In reality it will be continuous function even with 

“down quark as a cylinder” approximation. 

 2) Calculations and the results for the Up quark that consists of two antidown quarks are 

identical to this one, with some differences in mass, size etc. It also has an attractive magnetic 

force and repulsive electric force.  

 3) We can compare mass [3] and size [12] of the down quark in the neutron to have some 

idea about size of the down quark in the electron: 



10&'�8

<.>0 % 10&CO9V
=

�
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� e 3.3t % 10&:O8  Estimated diameter of a down quark within one electron 

  

The end 
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